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Performance in each content area will
now be reported as the percentile rank
(PR) based upon national data—that is,
the percentage of all examinees taking
the same administration of the bar examination
who scored below the score of a given examinee.
Formerly, performance was reported as subscores,
which consisted of the number of items answered

Raw subscores are less reliable than
the total scaled score primarily because
they are based upon one-seventh of
the number of items (25 items for each content area
subscore versus 175 items for the total scaled score).2
In addition to the inherent unreliability of subscores
based on relatively few items, raw subscores are
not equated, so they do not have consistent mean

correctly (raw score) in each content area, and the

ing across administrations, due to variation (albeit

PR was based upon the specific jurisdiction where
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the bar exam was taken.

equating a test score, it is impossible to determine

Jurisdictions will receive PR indicators with
their score reporting materials, and they will decide
what to do with the information, including whether
to release it to examinees and/or law schools. This
resurrection of performance indicators on the MBE
content areas provides an opportunity to review
why we eliminated the previous subscore informa
tion in the first place and then to suggest uses to
which the new national PR values can be validly
applied.

Why NCBE Eliminated Subscores

whether the particular performance at any given
time results from variation in the intrinsic difficulty
of the items or fluctuations in the proficiency of the
examinees taking the bar exam at that time. Any law
school trying to use the raw subscores to improve
its curriculum or to evaluate its teachers could be
doing more harm than good if changes are made in
response to declines in subscores that are really due
to minor variations in the intrinsic difficulty of the
test items. Further, any examinee trying to concen
trate his or her studies on perceived weaker content
areas as suggested by the pattern of raw subscores
could just as likely be hurting prospects of bar pas

Subscores were eliminated three years ago because

sage as helping. Because subscores are based on a

numerous studies had found that the MBE raw

relatively small set of items, an apparent difference

subscore measures provided nothing distinct from

in raw subscore profile across content areas could be
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due to the particular sample of items included on a

each of the seven content areas beginning with the

test form. As an extreme example, if the Torts items

February 2017 exam administration.

used on a particular administration of the MBE hap
pened to be the only 25 Torts questions an examinee
could answer correctly, the examinee’s raw subscore
on the Torts items would look wildly better than
it should. Similarly, if the items selected for Real
Property happened to be the only Real Property
questions out of hundreds that an examinee couldn’t
answer correctly, the examinee’s Real Property raw
subscore would look much worse than it should. We
aim to sample broadly from each of the seven con
tent areas on the MBE in our selection of 25 items per
topic, so these examples are indeed extreme.
While the content areas underpinning the MBE
are critical for building the MBE, their value as
separate indicators of performance are somewhat
limited. Think of the subscores as you would the
building blocks of a house. Without any single
building block in the foundation, the house could
collapse. However, a single building block tells you
little about the house it was used in constructing.
So, while building blocks are essential to the creation
of a structure, they are not intended to stand alone.
Similarly, the content areas of the MBE are essential
supports in constructing the MBE, but they are not
built to stand alone.

In the remainder of this article, I describe the
features of these new performance indicators and
suggest ways in which they can be validly applied.
Data from the February and July 2016 administra
tions of the MBE are used for illustrative purposes.
It is important to note that the data are projections of
what the results will be in February 2017.

Percentile Ranks Provide Clear and
Unambiguous Interpretation
The PR for the total scaled score tells examinees their
relative performance overall compared to the group
of examinees in all jurisdictions taking the test
during the same test administration. Total scaled
scores are equated, meaning that they are statisti
cally adjusted to compensate for differences in the
intrinsic difficulty of the items. They also maintain
consistent meaning across time, in part because
they are equated, but also because they are based
upon test forms that are carefully created to match
the same content and statistical specifications to the
extent possible.
While the total scaled scores have consistent
meaning and are stable, the PR for a particular total
scaled score may vary depending on the relative

What has changed to cause subscore perfor

proficiency of examinees testing at a given time. For

mance indicators to be raised from the dead? In the

example, an examinee with a total scaled score of

current environment, with law school applications

135 in July 2016 would receive a national PR of 37%.

and enrollments at 30-year lows and MBE mean

That same total scaled score in February 2016 would

scores at similar lows, examinees and law schools

receive a national PR of 49%. The score of 135 in both

have high interest in anything that might help

February 2016 and July 2016 represents the same

improve scores. With this in mind, we went back

level of competence, but the PRs (the indications of

to the drawing board to see if there was anything

performance relative to all other examinees testing

we could provide that would meet users’ desire for

at the same time) are 12 points different because

easily interpretable content-level performance infor

the composition of examinees in the two adminis

mation. The result is that we will provide to every

tration periods are different. (Historically, in July,

MBE jurisdiction PRs based upon national data for

fewer than 20% of the examinees are repeat takers,

the total scaled score and for the raw subscore for

whereas in February more than 60% are repeat
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takers; most repeat takers have previously failed the

on the national examinee population of approxi

bar exam, and they generally do not perform as well

mately 50,000 in July, rather than the 30 from the

as first-time takers.)

jurisdiction, and the examinee’s score is better than

As a reminder, the subscore PR values are not
based upon equated scores, but simply on the raw
subscore (the number of items answered correctly)
on the 25 items in each content area. The result is that
a given raw subscore can yield wide variation in PR
across content areas. For example, let’s consider a
raw subscore of 15. This subscore is 60% correct out

the scores of 6 of the other examinees nationally, the
PR would be 6/50,000 = 0.01%. The 20% PR based on
the jurisdiction is a less stable estimate of the exam
inee’s PR than is the 0.01% PR from the national dis
tribution, because the sample of 30 examinees in the
jurisdiction does not adequately represent the total
examinee population.

of the 25 items in each of the seven content areas. In

Jurisdictions also vary so much in their size and

July 2016, this percent correct would have projected

in the composition of their examinee populations

to a scaled score of approximately 134. The PRs for a

that the PR values produced at that level are much

raw subscore of 15 in July 2016 ranged from 26% to

less dependable than those based upon the national

39% across the different content areas. In February

examinee population. This is a factor of the number

2016, the corresponding range was from 29% to 46%.

of examinees tested in a jurisdiction, the number of

Generally, a larger percentage of examinees failed

examinees repeating the examination, and the law

to correctly answer 15 or more items in a content

schools from which those examinees graduated. For

area in February than in July. The best interpretation

example, a total scaled score of 135 had February

of the content-area PRs is in relation to the PR for

2016 PR values across jurisdictions that ranged from

the total scaled score. If a content-area PR is sub

19% to 75% versus a national PR of 49%. The PR

stantially lower than the scaled-score PR, it might

values for content-area subscores show similar if

represent an area where additional study could be

not greater instability across jurisdictions. The PR

beneficial. What constitutes being “substantially

values obtained from the national examinee group

lower” is an open question at this point. As we gain

are therefore going to be better for judging an exam

more experience with examinee profiles of PR val

inee’s performance than those obtained from any

ues, more clarity may arise.

jurisdiction. This is particularly true for the UBE
jurisdictions, where a score is portable.

National Data Increases the Stability
of Percentile Ranks
examinees will be more stable than PRs based upon

Percentile Ranks Across Content
Areas Can Identify Areas of Relative
Strength and Weakness

an individual jurisdiction, especially for small juris

The most useful score NCBE provides is the MBE

dictions. The stability of PRs is directly a function

total scaled score, which is equated so that scores

of how many examinees contribute to providing

reflect consistent levels of performance across admin

the data. For example, if there are 30 examinees in a

istrations.3 The PR associated with the total scaled

jurisdiction, and an examinee’s score is better than

score provides an overall estimate of an examinee’s

the scores of 6 of the other examinees, the exam

performance among all those taking the examination

inee’s local PR is 6/30 = 20.0%. However, taken to

during that test administration. The extent to which

extremes, if the examinee’s PR is calculated based

the subscore PR values depart from the overall total

Providing PRs based upon a national group of
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scaled score PR may reflect the degree to which the

from a single administration and to use the sub-

examinee performed differently in a given content

score PRs only as a starting point for investigating

area. Within a given administration, the subscore

whether a problem exists in a course or curriculum.

PRs can reveal whether an examinee maintained his

Just because the bar examination results in a content

or her relative position within the examinee popu

area do not look bad, or even if they look good, does

lation across content areas or whether the examinee

not mean that all is well. The national PR data is

displayed one or more areas of relative dominance

what it is, but its meaning for examinee study and

or weakness. The anchor for the interpretation of

law school curriculum purposes can be inscrutable.

content-area subscore PR values is the total scaled

At its best, PR information will tell an examinee how

score and its PR value. The total scaled score reflects

he or she fared on a common test on a given day in

performance relative to passing or failing the bar

comparison with thousands of other test-takers. May

examination. If the total scaled score is substan

the force be with you.

tially below the cut score, it will generally take
improvement across all content areas to make up
the difference. Targeting study to one or two areas
of particularly poor PR values is not likely to make
up the difference, even if successful in improving
performance in those content areas, unless there is
improvement in the other areas as well.
For law schools hoping to use PR information for
course/curriculum evaluation, the situation is partic
ularly challenging. Students are highly motivated to
pass the bar and will do what they must to succeed.
If they think they have had a bad course in a content
area, they are likely to spend more time studying that
area. Bar prep companies also have a stake in seeing
their students succeed, so if diagnostic tests show
students testing poorly in an area, they are likely
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Notes
1.

For a detailed explanation of why raw subject area subscores
were eliminated from MBE score reports, see my column in
the June 2014 issue: Mark A. Albanese, Ph.D., “The Testing
Column: Differences in Subject Area Subscores on the MBE
and Other Illusions,” 83(2) The Bar Examiner (June 2014)
26–31.

2.

Twenty-five of the 200 MBE items are pretest items, which
are items being considered for possible future use and are not
used to compute the examinee’s score. The number of pretest
items increased from 10 to 25 effective with the February 2017
exam administration.

3.

Many jurisdictions set their cut scores with the 200-point
MBE scale as part of their consideration, often with passing
score equivalents on the 200-point scale. This relationship
gives real, consequential meaning to the MBE total scaled
score.

to emphasize it more in their preparation activities.
Somewhat perversely, the MBE results can be a neg
ative barometer in some cases. If students focus their
bar preparation studies on the content taught in their
bad courses and neglect studying for content taught
in their good courses, their subscore PR values can
look good for their bad courses and bad for their
good courses. Compounding the problem, because
content-area raw subscores are not equated, they
have less stability than the total scaled score.
The best recommendations I can give are to
make no irreversible decisions based upon results
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